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Getting started

The simple build tool (sbt) is used for building Java and Scala projects; its purpose
is to allow users to skillfully perform the basics of building and to customize end-
lessly. sbt, at its core, provides a parallel execution engine and configuration system
that allow you to design an efficient and robust script to build your software. sbt
aims, above all, to be consistent in the basic concepts so that once you learn the
concepts, you don’t have to unlearn them as you dive further into the build system. 

 sbt is a highly interactive tool, meant to be used during all stages of the develop-
ment process. It provides interactive help and autocomplete for most services
and promotes a type of autodiscovery for builds. Although you can use sbt as a
command-line tool, it doesn’t really shine until you use its shell.

 Throughout this book, you’ll be designing an sbt build for a sophisticated web-
site called preowned-kittens.com that handles the resale of pet kittens. The website
attempts to find ideal owners by matching buyer survey questions to known statistics

This chapter covers
 Testing code in a live interpreted session

 Automatically running tasks when sources change

 Filtering what tests to execute using testOnly

 Providing discoverable usage using tab completion 
and an inspect command
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of happy pet owners and behavior characteristics of the kittens. As you add features to
the website, you’ll add new testing and debugging features to the build to ensure the
entire preowned-kittens.com team is able to work effectively.

 To start working on your website, you need to first install sbt.

2.1 Setting up sbt
sbt provides installation packages for most operating system variants at http://
www.scala-sbt.org/download.html. The examples in this book were written using sbt
version 0.13.5, downloadable at https://repo.scala-sbt.org/scalasbt/native-packages/
sbt/0.13.5/sbt-0.13.5.zip. Although you’re free to try the latest version, we recom-
mend sticking to the one used in the book.

After downloading the zip file, extract it into a safe application location, such as
C:\Users\Me\apps or /home/me/apps. You should see something like this in the
extracted directory:

sbt/

 bin/

   sbt

   sbt-launch.jar

   sbt.bat

   sbt-win

   ...

 license.txt

Everything needed to run sbt is in the sbt/bin directory. This directory consists of the
actual sbt launcher and convenience scripts that provide easier configuration of the
Java runtime. The sbt/bin directory must be placed in the PATH to use sbt via the com-
mand line.

2.1.1 Setting the PATH in bash (for Linux/Mac)

In order for the operating system to find the newly downloaded sbt installation, you
have to point it at the script files. First you need to locate the local shell setup file for
your user:

 If you’re using bash, open ~/.bashrc.
 If you’re using KSH or SH, open ~/.profile.

Windows users
If you’re using Windows, there’s a fast path to setup. You can download the MSI from
http://scalasbt.artifactoryonline.com/scalasbt/sbt-native-packages/org/scala-sbt/
sbt/0.13.5/sbt.msi and run the installation script. After setup, be sure to reboot your
machine so that the PATH environment variable is correct. You can skip to the “Run-
ning sbt” section.

Launcher script 
for Linux/Mac

Launcher

Launcher scripts for 
Windows/Cygwin

http://scalasbt.artifactoryonline.com/scalasbt/sbt-native-packages/org/scala-sbt/sbt/0.13.5/sbt.msi
http://scalasbt.artifactoryonline.com/scalasbt/sbt-native-packages/org/scala-sbt/sbt/0.13.5/sbt.msi
https://repo.scala-sbt.org/scalasbt/native-packages/sbt/0.13.5/sbt-0.13.5.zip
https://repo.scala-sbt.org/scalasbt/native-packages/sbt/0.13.5/sbt-0.13.5.zip
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Add the following lines to your setup file (near the bottom):

SBT_HOME=/path/to/your/zip/extraction
PATH=$PATH:$SBT_HOME/bin
export PATH

Close your current terminal window and open a new one.

2.1.2 Running sbt

Now that the path is set up, you can run the sbt script. First create a new directory for
an sbt project. Make one called kittens in the home directory. 

 When running sbt for the first time, you should see the following output:

$ sbt
Getting org.scala-sbt sbt 0.13.5 ...
downloading http://repo.typesafe.com/typesafe/ivy-releases/org.scala-sbt/sbt/

0.13.5/jars/sbt.jar ...
    [SUCCESSFUL ] org.scala-sbt#sbt;0.13.5!sbt.jar (254ms)
downloading http://repo.typesafe.com/typesafe/ivy-releases/org.scala-sbt/

main/0.13.5/jars/main.jar ...
    [SUCCESSFUL ] org.scala-sbt#main;0.13.5!main.jar (1876ms)
downloading http://repo.typesafe.com/typesafe/ivy-releases/org.scala-sbt/

compiler-interface/0.13.5/jars/compiler-interface-bin.jar ...
MANY MORE DOWNLOADS
5 artifacts copied, 0 already retrieved (24386kB/59ms)
[info] Loading project definition from /home/jsuereth/kittens/project
[info] Updating {file:/home/jsuereth/kittens/project/}default-b242f1...
[info] Resolving org.fusesource.jansi#jansi;1.4 ...
[info] Done updating.
[info] Set current project to preowned-kittens (in build file:/home/jsuereth/

kittens/)
> 

This is sbt downloading the actual pieces needed to run the build. By default, sbt
includes only the bare minimum it needs to launch builds. The first time you run a
project, sbt needs to download the remaining portions required, as well as compile
the local project’s build definition. This process happens only the first time a depen-
dency is needed or when your build changes.

 Exit out of sbt by using the exit command. Now when running sbt in this direc-
tory, you should see the following output:

jsuereth@jsuereth-work-i7:~/kittens$ sbt
[info] Set current project to kittens (in build file:/home/jsuereth/kittens/)
> 

Notice how sbt was much quicker in loading and didn’t download any additional
pieces. This is because you compiled them in your previous session. Now let’s talk
about what the > means. This is the sbt command prompt. Here is where you’ll inter-
act with your build and, optionally, define portions of it. Let’s work on defining your
first build.
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2.2 Setting up a build
Every project using sbt should have two files:

 project/build.properties
 build.sbt

The build.properties file is used to inform sbt which version it should use for your
build, and the build.sbt file defines the actual settings for your build. Create and fill in
these two files with the following contents:

project/build.properties: sbt.version=0.13.7

build.sbt: name := "preowned-kittens"   
                      

version := "1.0"

These files configure the version of sbt used for the build and set the name and ver-
sion of the project itself. We’ll cover the syntax of these settings in more detail later.
For now, type this code into your editor and get a feel for sbt in action.

Now that you have the skeleton of the build in place, take a look at it inside sbt. Rerun
the sbt command in the kittens directory. You should see the following output:

$ sbt
[info] Loading project definition from /home/jsuereth/kittens
[info] Set current project to preowned-kittens (in build file:/home/jsuereth/

kittens)
> 

Interactive development
sbt is designed to be a highly interactive build tool. To take full advantage of its mer-
its, it’s best to use the sbt shell often during development. Even when using an IDE
for writing code, having the sbt shell live can drastically improve the development
environment. Throughout the book there will be lots of sbt shell session examples to
encourage this type of interactive development and learning.

Although this book makes no assumptions about which IDE or text editor to use,
it may be easiest to start with a lightweight text editor, like the Sublime text editor
(http://sublimetext.com). 

Empty line between 
settings was mandatory 
prior to sbt 0.13.7

Build files optional
Because sbt includes settings for a default project, it requires no build files to run for
the simplest of builds. But it’s a good practice to always manually create the project/
build.properties and build.sbt files.
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When starting up, sbt now informs you that it’s using the project preowned-kittens
rather than default-174241. This is thanks to the name setting you added in the
build.sbt file.

 Now that you have sbt running with a project build file, let’s see what it’s able to
do. sbt comes with a comprehensive help menu, so take a look at it in figure 2.1.

There are a lot of options here! We’ll return to some of these and investigate as
needed. But for now the three most important command-line options are these:

 tasks—Lists the tasks you can run on the build
 settings—Lists the settings you can modify for the project
 inspect—Displays information about a given setting or task

Let’s look at each.

2.2.1 Tasks

Tasks are things that sbt build can do for you, like compiling a project, creating docu-
mentation, or running tests. We’ll look at these in more detail later. For now, let’s look
at what sbt provides out of the box:

> tasks

This is a list of tasks defined for the current project.
It does not list the scopes the tasks are defined in; use the 'inspect' 

command for that.

Figure 2.1 sbt’s comprehensive help menu
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Tasks produce values. Use the 'show' command to run the task and print the 
resulting value.

  clean            Deletes files produced by the build ...
  compile          Compiles sources.
  console          Starts the Scala interpreter with the ...
  consoleProject   Starts the Scala interpreter with the sbt ...
  consoleQuick     Starts the Scala interpreter with the ...
  copyResources    Copies resources to the output directory.
  doc              Generates API documentation.
  package          Produces the main artifact, such as a ...
  packageBin       Produces a main artifact, such as a ...
  packageDoc       Produces a documentation artifact, such ...
  packageSrc       Produces a source artifact, such as a ...
  publish          Publishes artifacts to a repository.
  publishLocal     Publishes artifacts to the local repository.
  run              Runs a main class, passing along args ...
  runMain          Runs the main class selected by arg ...
  test             Executes all tests.
  testOnly         Executes the tests provided as arguments ...
  testQuick        Executes the tests that either failed ...
  update           Resolves and optionally retrieves ...

More tasks may be viewed by increasing verbosity. See 'help tasks'.

As you can see, there’s a lot available right off the bat. Again, we’ll take note of all the
possible tasks you can run and focus on the ones you’ll be using immediately. Try out
the following compile task:

> compile
[info] Updating {file:/home/jsuereth/kittens/}default-19b869...
[info] Resolving org.fusesource.jansi#jansi;1.4 ...
[info] Done updating.
[success] Total time: 0 s, completed Dec 26, 2012 8:17:30 PM

Because the project is still empty, the compile command returns immediately. You’ll
create a hello world program and watch the compile task do something useful. First you
need to know where to put the source code. For that, you can check the settings help.

2.2.2 Settings

Run the settings help on the sbt command line and see if that points you to where
source code for the project should go:

> settings

This is a list of settings defined for the current project.
It does not list the scopes the settings are defined in; use the 'inspect' 

command for that.

Log output

Result of 
the task

sbt keeps track of how long all tasks take to run. It's 
a good goal to keep build times as low as possible.
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  autoCompilerPlugins            If true, enables automatically  ...
  autoScalaLibrary               Adds a dependency on scala-library ...
  baseDirectory                  The base directory. Depending on ...
  classDirectory                 Directory for compiled classes ...
  crossPaths                     If true, enables cross paths, ...
  fork                           If true, forks a new JVM when ...
  initialCommands                Initial commands to execute ...
  javaHome                       Selects the Java installation used ...
  javaSource                     Default Java source directory.
  libraryDependencies            Declares managed dependencies.
  managedResourceDirectories     List of managed resource directories.
  maxErrors                      The maximum number of errors, such ...
  name                           Project name.
  offline                        Configures sbt to work without ...
  organization                   Organization/group ID.
  publishArtifact                Enables or disables publishing ... 
  publishTo                      The resolver to publish to.
  resourceDirectory              Default unmanaged resource ...
  scalaHome                      If Some, defines the local Scala ...
  scalaSource                    Default Scala source directory.
  scalaVersion                   The version of Scala used for building.
  sourceDirectories              List of all source directories ...
  sourceDirectory                Default directory containing sources.
  target                         Main directory for files generated ...
  unmanagedBase                  The default directory for manually ...
  unmanagedResourceDirectories   Unmanaged resource directories ...
  unmanagedSourceDirectories     Unmanaged source directories, which ...
  version                        The version/revision of the current ...

More settings may be viewed by increasing verbosity. See 'help settings'.

Again, there are a lot of default settings. We’ll make another note to return here when
needed and focus on the goal of adding some source code. Because we’re into the
Scala language, let’s look more at the following scalaSource setting (for those inter-
ested in Java, the javaSource setting provides the same function as scalaSource):

> scalaSource

[info] /home/jsuereth/kittens/src/main/scala 

The output tells you that Scala source files should go under the src/main/scala direc-
tory under your build directory. Here is where you’ll put the first bit of source code
for the preowned-kittens website.
Next you’ll add a hello world application to the preowned-kittens project. To do so,
create a file in src/main/scala like the one shown here:

src/main/scala/PreownedKittenMain.scala
object PreownedKittenMain extends App {
  println("Hello, sbt world!")
}

Type the setting name into the sbt prompt.

The current value of the setting
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This Scala object extends the scala.App class, allowing it to be used as a main entry
point to an application. It does one thing when run: prints the sentence "Hello, sbt
world!"  Run sbt’s compile command and make sure the build sees this file:

> compile
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /home/jsuereth/kittens/target/scala-2.10/

classes...
[success] Total time: 1 s, completed Dec 26, 2012 11:03:15 PM

This time, running compile isn’t quite instantaneous. It takes ~1s to compile this
Scala file.

 Now that you have your first Scala code compiled, you can use sbt to run the code.
To run this application in sbt, use the run task in the sbt console:

> run
[info] Running PreownedKittenMain 
Hello, sbt world!
[success] Total time: 0 s, completed Dec 26, 2012 11:05:00 PM
> 

Here you can see that the run task found the PreownedKittenMain application you
just built and runs it locally. The output from the application is printed directly to the
console, and then the sbt prompt returns when the application is done.

2.3 Running code
There’s nothing like kicking the tires on some new code you wrote to make sure it
does what’s expected. A lot of software development is compiling and running code,
to make sure it does what was expected.  

Default project layout
sbt comes prebaked with many settings and conventions, including an assumed pro-
ject layout. The default project layout is borrowed from Maven for familiarity. By
default, projects look something like this figure.

<build directory>/
    project/
    src/
        main/
            scala/
            java/
            resources/
        test/
            scala/
            java/
            resources/
    target/
    build.sbt

sbt plugins and 
build helper code

The main and test 
configurations mirror 
each other. main 
contains anything going 
to production, whereas 
test contains anything 
used for unit testing.

Scala and Java sources 
are split by convention.

Resources are all 
noncompiled files that 
should be on the 
classpath at runtime.

Build file
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 In sbt, running code can take on a few different flavors. Here’s a nonexhaustive list
of options:

 Run any applications (as you saw with PreownedKittenMain).
 Open a Scala interpreted session against your current codebase.
 Run any tests defined on the project.

Next you’ll work on defining the entities for your preowned-kittens website and
explore the API using the interpreter. 

 The preowned-kittens website is all about kittens. These kittens need to be
matched up with buyers. The premise is that the buyers will list a set of preferences for
the kittens they wish to buy, such as “kid friendly,” “female,” and so on. You need to be
able to determine which kitten matches a buyer’s preferences and how strong that
match is. You’ll use sbt to do a bit of exploratory coding in this regard.

 First create a models.scala file in the src/main/scala directory of the project with
the following content:

src/main/scala/models.scala

case class Kitten(id: Long, 
                  attributes: Seq[String])
case class BuyerPreferences(attributes: Seq[String])

These classes are pretty simplistic right now. Each has a set of attributes, and each kit-
ten has some sort of unique ID that’s used to identify where it came from. This is far
from being a complete data model for kittens, but it’s a good way for you to start using
code within sbt.

 Now that you have a basic data model, see if you can make a function that detects
how likely a kitten is to be a good match with a buyer. To do this, first start the Scala
interpreter against your current project. Run the console task in sbt and you should
see the following output:

> console
[info] Compiling 2 Scala sources to /home/jsuereth/kittens/target/scala-2.10/

classes...
[info] Starting scala interpreter...
[info] 
Welcome to Scala version 2.10.0 (OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM, Java 1.6.0_24).
Type in expressions to have them evaluated.
Type :help for more information.

scala> 

Interacting with code in the interpreter
One of the greatest advantages offered in sbt is the ability to explore a project
through the Scala REPL (a.k.a. Scala console or Scala interpreter). This provides a
command-line interface where you can directly construct classes, call methods, and
see what happens. 
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Now you’re running an interpreter directly against your project. Instantiate a kitten
and see what happens:

scala> val tabby = Kitten(id = 124,

     |      attributes = Seq("female", "tabby", "kid-friendly"))

tabby: Kitten = Kitten(124,List(female, tabby, kid-friendly))     

In this case, you’ve created a variable called tabby that is of the type Kitten, and the
toString method returns Kitten(124,List(female, tabby, kid-friendly)).

 Now you can make a buyer preferences object:

scala> val prefs = BuyerPreferences(List("male", "tabby", "kid-friendly"))
prefs: BuyerPreferences = BuyerPreferences(List(male, tabby, kid-friendly)

Now that you have kitten and buyer preferences, you can experiment with creating a
function to determine how likely a match the kitten is to the buyer. Because you’re in
the interpreter, you don’t need to create a method directly; you can start experiment-
ing with function calls and see what they return directly. Pressing the Tab key will even
display possible functions that can be called. Here’s a sample session attempting to
discover a good matchLikelihood method:

scala> prefs.attributes.map(attribute => 
tabby.attributes.contains(attribute))

res1: Seq[Boolean] = List(false, true, true)

First you take all the buyer’s preferred attributes and check the kitten to see whether
it matches each attribute individually. The result is a list of Boolean values, denoting
whether the kitten has a given attribute. This list is helpful, but you need to convert it
to some kind of likely match score that you can use to compare different kittens for a
given buyer and find the best result. Try to determine the percentage of attributes
that match:

scala> res1 map (matched => if(matched) 1.0 else 0)
res2: Seq[Double] = List(0.0, 1.0, 1.0)

scala> res2.sum / res2.length
res3: Double = 0.6666666666666666

The first thing you must do to grab the percentage of similar preferences is convert
the Booleans to 0.0 or 1.0 values. Now, you can take the average of the value in the
list, and this should tell you the percentage of attributes that matched a given kitten.
For the example, you had two matches (“tabby” and “kid-friendly”) and one non-
match (“male”).

What you typed 
into the interpreter

Result
variable Result toString

Result
type
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 This algorithm looks like a good first step toward our goal of enlightened kitten
shopping. You’ll translate this into a method on the project. Create a new src/main/
scala/logic.scala file with the following contents:

src/main/scala/logic.scala
object Logic {
  def matchLikelihood(kitten: Kitten,
                     buyer: BuyerPreferences): Double = {
    val matches = buyer.attributes map { attribute => 
      kitten.attributes contains attribute
    }
    val nums = matches map { b => if(b) 1.0 else 0.0 }
    nums.sum / nums.length
  }
}

Now exit the running Scala interpreter and start a new one to try out the new method:

scala> :q
[success] Total time: 1214 s, completed Jan 21, 2013 12:55:51 PM
> console
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /home/jsuereth/kittens/target/scala-2.10/

classes...
[info] Starting scala interpreter...
[info] 
Welcome to Scala version 2.10.1 (OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM, Java 1.6.0_24).
Type in expressions to have them evaluated.
Type :help for more information.

scala> 

Now the new file is compiled and you’re back in the interpreter. You can use the up-
arrow key to rerun your previous code to create the kitten and buyer preferences.

scala> val tabby = Kitten(id = 124, attributes = Seq("female", "tabby", 
"kid-friendly"))

tabby: Kitten = Kitten(124,List(female, tabby, kid-friendly))
scala> val prefs = BuyerPreferences(List("male", "tabby", "kid-friendly"))
prefs: BuyerPreferences = BuyerPreferences(List(male, tabby, kid-friendly))

Try out the new logic method:

scala> Logic.matchLikelihood(tabby, prefs)
res1: Double = 0.6666666666666666

As you can see, the result is the same as when you tested in the console.
 Now that you have your first function for the used-kittens website, you can write

some tests to make sure it behaves as you desire.

Always remember to exit the Scala interpreter
When sbt is running the Scala interpreter, the prompt will show scala> versus the
usual >. If you’re editing project code and need to see the changes in the interpreter,
remember to always exit (using the :q command) and return to the console.
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2.4 Testing code
Although there are many options available for testing Scala code, for the purpose of
this chapter you’ll use the specs2 library (http://specs2.org). You’ll see more testing
libraries later. For now, declare a dependency on this specs2 in your build and get
some testing going. Add the following line to build.sbt:

libraryDependencies +=
  "org.specs2" % "specs2_2.10" % "1.14" % "test"

For now, the syntax with % and strings may look a bit arcane, so take it as a given. The
syntax and rules for dependencies, including testing versus compile-time dependen-
cies, are covered in appendix A, “Ivy.”

 Now that you’ve altered the build, you need to tell the sbt console to load the new
changes. If the console is still open from the previous section, use the reload com-
mand to update the build:

> reload
[info] Loading project definition from /home/jsuereth/kittens/project
[info] Set current project to preowned-kittens (in build file:/home/jsuereth/

kittens/)
>

This will ensure that any changes to build.sbt are compiled and incorporated in
the console.

Experiment-driven development
A lot of modern frameworks advocate test-driven development. Although this
approach is certainly viable within sbt, it also allows a more interactive approach I
like to call experiment-driven development. As demonstrated in this section, a lot of
development within sbt involves a level of experimentation in the Scala console
before committing to a particular implementation or API design. With sbt, a more com-
mon development model is as follows:

 Experiment with an implementation/API inside the console.
 Copy the best implementation into the project code.
 Write exhaustive unit tests to ensure behavior matches requirements.
 Improve the implementation based on unit test discoveries.

Make sure to reload
Any change to the build.sbt file or files in the project/ directory won’t be immediately
available within the sbt console. The reload command tells sbt to re-examine
the project definition and rewire the project. When you edit an sbt build, you’ll need
to reload.

http://specs2.org
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Now that the build has been updated to include the specs2 library, you can create a
unit test using it. Remember that in the previous section you defined the match-
Likelihood method:

src/main/scala/logic.scala
object Logic {
  def matchLikelihood(kitten: Kitten,
                     buyer: BuyerPreferences): Double = {
    val matches = buyer.attributes map { attribute => 
      kitten.attributes contains attribute
    }
    val nums = matches map { b => if(b) 1.0 else 0.0 }
    nums.sum / nums.length
  }
}

You’ll define a new specs2 test for the method. Create the following file in the src/
test/scala directory (not the src/main/scala directory):

src/test/scala/LogicSpec.scala
import org.specs2.mutable.Specification

object LogicSpec extends Specification {
  "The 'matchLikelihood' method" should {
    "be 100% when all attributes match" in {
      val tabby = Kitten(1, List("male", "tabby"))
      val prefs = BuyerPreferences(List("male", "tabby"))
      val result = Logic.matchLikelihood(tabby, prefs) 
      result must beGreaterThan(.999)
    }
  }
}

Now you can run the test using the test command in sbt:

> test
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /home/jsuereth/kittens/target/scala-2.9.2/

test-classes...
[info] LogicSpec
[info] 
[info] The 'matchLikelihood' method should
[info] + be 100% when all attributes match
[info]  
[info]  
[info] Total for specification LogicSpec
[info] Finished in 37 ms
[info] 1 example, 0 failure, 0 error
[info] 
[info] Passed: : Total 1, Failed 0, Errors 0, Passed 1, Skipped 0
[success] Total time: 3 s, completed Jan 21, 2013 2:05:32 PM
> 

You can see that sbt automatically compiles the test and runs it. The output from
specs2 is quite detailed, outlining every test and specification that passes. One of the
benefits of using a testing framework like specs2 is the robust output for errors. Note:
testing is covered in more depth in chapter 5.
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2.4.1 Running tasks when sources change

One of sbt’s most powerful features is the ability to rerun a task when it detects that a
source file has changed. Try this out with writing new tests.

 First type ~test in the sbt console. You should see the following output:

> ~test
[info] LogicSpec
[info] 
[info] The 'matchLikelihood' method should
[info] + be 100% when all attributes match
[info]  
[info]  
[info] Total for specification LogicSpec
[info] Finished in 50 ms
[info] 1 example, 0 failure, 0 error
[info] 
[info] Passed: : Total 1, Failed 0, Errors 0, Passed 1, Skipped 0
[success] Total time: 1 s, completed Jan 30, 2013 10:17:15 PM
1. Waiting for source changes... (press enter to interrupt)

sbt is now in watch mode. It will continue to examine the filesystem until it detects a
change. Add a new test and see what happens.

 In LogicSpec.scala, add the following test:

  "The 'matchLikelihood' method" should {
    "be 0% when no attributes match" in {
      val tabby = Kitten(1, List("male", "tabby"))
      val prefs = BuyerPreferences(List("female", "calico"))
      val result = Logic.matchLikelihood(tabby, prefs) 
      result must beLessThan(.001)
    }
  }

After saving the file, you should see the following output in sbt:

1. Waiting for source changes... (press enter to interrupt)
[info] Compiling 1 Scala source to /home/jsuereth/projects/sbt-in-action/

chapter1/target/scala-2.9.2/test-classes...
[info] LogicSpec
[info] 
[info] The 'matchLikelihood' method should
[info] + be 100% when all attributes match
[info] + be 0% when no attributes match
[info]  
[info]  
[info] Total for specification LogicSpec
[info] Finished in 85 ms
[info] 2 examples, 0 failure, 0 error
[info] 
[info] Passed: : Total 2, Failed 0, Errors 0, Passed 2, Skipped 0
[success] Total time: 10 s, completed Jan 30, 2013 10:21:39 PM
2. Waiting for source changes... (press enter to interrupt)
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When sbt detected that the file changed, it rebuilt all the files necessary and reran all
tests. After completing the test task, it returned to waiting for new source changes.
This powerful behavior can be used with any sbt task.

2.4.2 Selecting tests with interactive tasks

Another core feature of sbt is the ability to interact with the build via command-line
autocomplete options on tasks. Let’s discover what other tasks are available for testing.

 In the sbt console, type test and then click <tab>. You should see the following:

> test
::               test:            testFrameworks   testListeners    

testLoader       testOnly         testOptions      testQuick

Several of these are related to setting up and running tests, but there are three that
catch the eye:  test, testQuick, and testOnly. You’ve already seen the test task. The
testQuick task will be covered later, so let’s look into testOnly.

 Type help testOnly into the sbt console. The following shows up:

> help testOnly
Executes the tests provided as arguments or all tests if no arguments are 

provided.

Let’s see this task in action. In the console type testOnly <tab>. You should see the
following:

> testOnly 
—          LogicSpec

The console lists all the possible tests that could be filtered as arguments to testOnly.
Because there’s only one, it’s displayed along with a generic “test all” option. You’ll
use testOnly on the one test:

> testOnly LogicSpec
[info] LogicSpec
[info] 
[info] The 'matchLikelihood' method should
[info] + be 100% when all attributes match
[info] + be 0% when no attributes match
[info]  
[info]  
[info] Total for specification LogicSpec
[info] Finished in 76 ms
[info] 2 examples, 0 failure, 0 error
[info] 
[info] Passed: : Total 2, Failed 0, Errors 0, Passed 2, Skipped 0
[success] Total time: 1 s, completed Jan 30, 2013 10:46:34 PM

The output is exactly the same as before because there’s only one test. But once you
start adding tests, or if you’re working on fixing a particular bug, this feature
becomes a good friend. It gives you a powerful way to do test-driven development.
You can continue coding until sbt’s watch feature (~) combined with testOnly indi-
cate that you’ve finally managed to pass your tests.
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2.5 Summary
sbt provides a quick and powerful means to get started with a Scala project and rapidly
start developing, testing, and debugging your code. You saw that sbt is an interactive
build tool, improving your development process through convenient means of work-
ing with the build, specifically by

 Testing code in a live interpreted session
 Automatically running tasks when sources change
 Filtering what tests to execute using testOnly
 Providing discoverable usage using tab completion and an inspect command

Although some build tools stop at providing a repeatable build that can be used on a
continuous integration server, sbt goes a step further and adds a new level of interac-
tion and customization for the developer. Throughout this book, you’ll learn how to
better configure sbt’s existing settings and to add your own interactive behavior. Let’s
move on to chapter 3, where you’ll learn the fundamental concepts of sbt and how
you can define your own behavior.
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